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Welcome!
Dear SIR student,
On behalf of the entire SIR team, I want to welcome you to the SIR program! You are no doubt
aware that this program dates back to the beginning of IMSA itself. IMSA has always believed in
making opportunities available which enable students to fully explore those things that are most
important to them to learn and to become a part of. Indeed, one of the main driving factors which
brings students to IMSA is the ability to get involved with and excel at original research.
Once upon a time, I myself was an IMSA student. My own IMSA story was one of constant
exploration; I was able to carry out research in areas as diverse as gravitation, particle physics, fluid
dynamics, and fractal geometry. While some of these opportunities came through the predecessor of
the SIR program, others were made available because of IMSA's willingness to provide some of the
basic necessary infrastructure. I found IMSA the ideal place to stretch intellectually, and since that
time, IMSA has added layers of support that enable most students to participate in a real and
meaningful way.
As IMSA has fulfilled its unique mandate in the educational ecosystem, it has executed its
mission to spread the methods developed here to the rest of the world. Indeed, the national growth of
SIR-like programs in high schools was, to a very significant degree, a result of the leadership that
IMSA provided. This has been so successful, in fact, that many students from schools now executing
IMSA-style research programs compete with IMSA students for limited laboratory spots in local
universities and research institutions.
Today, IMSA continues to move forward. We are charting the way to the next generation of
high school research program, seeking to optimize our partnerships with valued research institutions
while developing in-house research programs enabling students to participate in cutting edge research.
Part of this is broadening the research opportunities to include areas not generally explored by IMSA
students, part is improving the quality of students' experiences, and part is helping students to learn
basic skills relevant to research they'll undertake.
The work of SIR is ongoing, and it depends on you! As you go through the SIR course, you'll
be stretched more than you've ever been and asked to rise to a level of sophistication that you probably
didn't expect to at this age. You'll become a partner to researchers who really do want to push the
boundaries of human knowledge. You'll be asked to learn skills that you thought were years beyond
you. Most importantly, you'll be required to make the research yours in a way that you probably never
have before. We welcome you to the enterprise of growing the knowledge of humanity and encourage
you to ask yourself the following question: are you ready to change to world?
If the answer is yes, we are ready to help you make that happen!

Sincerely yours,

Dr. Sanza T. Kazadi
Director, Student Inquiry and Research
Aurora, Illinois, USA, 2016

General Overview
The goal of the SIR program is to teach IMSA students how to carry out expansive research.
Expansive research is any research that expands human knowledge in any area. Consistent with
IMSA's mission statement which, in part, reads to “... improve the human condition...”, it improves
humanity by expanding what we know. While IMSA is a STEM school and historically research
programs at IMSA have been focused on the natural sciences, SIR is a program intended to instruct
students in the methods and methodology of doing research, both in and outside the sciences. The nonspecific knowledge offered here along with the subject-specific knowledge is useful throughout a
student's life in professions as far-flung as research, education, business, engineering, policy,
governance, law, and many more. Whether you learn these skills in basic science research, engineering,
mathematics, history, literature, or any other field, they will be invaluable in developing your ability to
extrapolate from the things that are known to the things that are not using a combination of logic and
experimentation.
The five stages of research are:
1. Getting acquainted with the field
During this stage of research, the student learns about the field. Students read information from
established texts whose information is undisputed and well-established. In addition, students read a
variety of papers that enable them to understand their specific area of research in great detail. At this
point, students generate a deep understanding of the skills that are needed to accomplish the research.
They acquire requisite laboratory, computational, mathematical, scientific, or other skills through a set
of hands-on activities including authentic calculations, laboratory work, learning of specialized theory
and methods, and other subject-specific activities. The students work with Research Mentors to acquire
and vett the skills as well as to produce an annotated bibliography of sufficient completeness as to
enable its use in establishing the field for a significant publication.
2. Development of a research question
During this stage, the student arranges the annotated bibliography developed in Stage 1 in a knowledge
map. This map connects varied, possibly very different, ideas in the literature. The knowledge map
indicates how these varied ideas are connected and how they are interrelated. It also describes varied
ideas that have come from the research papers themselves that represent opportunities for further
research. The ideas will either come from the papers themselves or from the student or Research
Mentor's reflections on the information and opportunities contained therein.
3. Development of of research plan
Using the knowledge map developed in Stage 2, the student chooses a specific research question in
cooperation with his/her Research Mentor. During this step, the student develops a research proposal
which describes the question to be examined and the method of investigating the question. The student
will write a research specification report which reviews the major relevant contributions of the field,
defines the chosen research question, and lays out all of the parts of the project.
4. Execution of the research plan
This stage of the research program sees the student executing and analyzing the results of successive
research activities. Each of the research activities involves taking specific actions that lead to a
progressively improving understanding of the answer to the research question. Emphasis in this stage

is on generating increasing autonomy of the student, both in terms of generating new plans for further
work and for executing these plans. At each iteration, students are expected to generate and turn in
research progress reports. Each report will describe the activity undertaken, the results of the activity,
what conclusions can be drawn from the results, and the significance of the results in terms of the
overall question.
5. Communication of research results
All of the results of the previous stages are drawn together here in a final communication of the
research that was undertaken during the entire research program. This communication is a complete
publication-quality paper. The paper will consist, largely, of text and data taken from previous reports.
The student will, in this paper, assimilate all of the previous parts into a single coherent report. The
paper will either be successfully submitted to a peer reviewed conference or journal or to the
specialized peer reviewed IMSA Research Frontiers journal. This journal will implement a peer review
with reviewers drawn from the greater IMSA community in a double-blind, collaborative, and iterative
process. Students being reviewed will be encouraged to communicate with reviewers in an effort to
create ever better publications. The final publications may still be submitted elsewhere, though IMSA
will not relinquish the rights to the publication.
No matter the area of research, these five steps define the formal steps required in order to undertake a
research program. Each student will be guided through these steps through a set of formal activities
that will result in the creation of some piece of information that can add to human knowledge in some
meaningful way. Your Research Mentor has graciously agreed to work with you to enable you to learn
these formal steps. You will be able to develop these formal skills through their application to real
research questions. Once you've acquired these skills, aside from a change of tools and methods, you
will find that they can be applied virtually universally to any number of real problems.

Finding an SIR project
Finding an SIR project and Research Mentor is the first step in your research journey. Like with
college admissions, this step involves not only the right project, but the right fit in the laboratory you're
joining. For some students, this step begins with the identification of a scientist at a local university or
research laboratory that they'd like to do research with. For other students, this step involves reaching
out to us in the SIR office to identify opportunities that already exist. In either case, it's crucial that you
find the right research partner in a Research Mentor and that you're both on the same page when it
comes to your research interests and goals.
The SIR office has implemented a methodology for developing research opportunities for IMSA
students. This methodology enables us to work with Research Mentors to develop projects that not
only succeed in accomplishing significant research but also in teaching the fundamentals of doing
scientific research in general. These research opportunities will be found online and also at the SIR
office.
Steps to join a research program:
1. Identify a research opportunity from the list of SIR opportunities.
2. Fill out an SIR research opportunity application and turn it into the SIR office. The application
may be found either online or in the SIR office. You will need to provide your professional
resume (which SIR staff will help you to produce if you need it).
3. The SIR office will notify you as to whether your application has been accepted for the SIR
research opportunity.
1. If you have not been accepted, a member of the SIR staff will explain why you were not
accepted. Note that not being accepted can result from a variety of issues, some of which
you will have no control over.
2. If you have been accepted, a member of the SIR staff will connect you with your Research
Mentor so that you may begin to plan how the research program will progress.
Bringing a new opportunity to SIR
Often times students have opportunities for research result from personal connections, meetings
at conferences or other gatherings, or a variety of other ways. SIR is, in general, supportive of making
research opportunities available to the IMSA community even when these research opportunities are
not initiated at IMSA.
Students wishing to work with a Research Mentor who is not involved in any current Research
Opportunities must provide SIR with the name of the researcher, contact information for the researcher,
and a synopsis of the opportunity the student is hoping to make happen. Once the SIR office has
received information about the opportunity, the researcher will be contacted and we will initiate the
process of negotiating a research opportunity with the researcher. If SIR and the researcher are able to
come to an agreement on the opportunity, it will be added to the list of open research opportunities. If
not, the student who brought the opportunity to SIR will be so notified.
What to do once you're accepted
• We will need a completed Parent/Guardian Permission and Student Agreement Form

• You will need to work with your Research Mentor and the SIR Director to determine you SIR
start date.
• If you are off campus we need your cell phone number.
• If you are off campus make sure you can find your SIR site from the bus drop location.
• On the first day of SIR you will need to take the safety form and also pick up an SIR notebook.
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PHASE 1
Getting acquainted with the field.

Rationale:
Prior to undertaking any investigation, you must acquire basic skills that are necessary for your
investigation. These may include the development of competence using equipment, instrumentation or
instruments, utilizing resources in libraries, gaining familiarity with various pieces of literature,
learning skills such as programming or welding, etc. These are the basic skills that one must use in
order to carry out the activities that are basic and necessary to the area of research you will be
undertaking.
Additionally, you must become familiar with the body of work associated with your area of
investigation. This could include learning about painting techniques of varied painters, reading about
the body of literature surrounding stellar dynamics, reading about the latest work on swarm-based
construction, or any of a variety of different areas. Throughout your research experience, you will
generate a progressively greater competency on what is going on in the area of investigation today as a
precursor to answering the following questions:
1. What is known in this field?
2. What kinds of questions are being asked now and why?
3. What questions represent the limit of what is currently known?
Once you can not only answer these questions but can describe what is known and unknown and why
the questions are important today, you will have acquired a sufficient background in the area.
The skills that the you will be acquiring in this phase:
1. The ability to identify the safety issues involved with doing work in a laboratory of the type that
you're working in,
2. An understanding of the state of the art in a field of science, and
3. Varied laboratory skills including knowledge of equipment, procedures, and techniques specific
to an area of investigation.

Preparation:
Prior to your joining the lab, your Research Mentor will have identified a set of papers,
chapters, texts, or other training material that describe salient parts of science, techniques, and/or skills
necessary to equip you with basic knowledge of the research area. This list includes only references
that the Research Mentor has in his/her possession or can readily expect you to acquire. Additionally,
your Research Mentor has defined all of the skills needed to carry out experiments in the area of
research. Finally, your Research Mentor has also define the risks inherent to research in the area,
including risks related to equipment, machinery, methodology, environment, etc.

Your first task is to learn by doing two things during this Phase. The first is to generate an
annotated bibliography based on the references that the Research Mentor has identified. An annotated
bibliography is a document which describes a set of references – the main point behind each of the
references, the complete reference bibliographic record, and any issues raised by the reference.
During this phase, you will read each of the references identified by the Research Mentor and
generate a reference report. The reference report is a one-page summary of the bibliographic record of
the reference, a description of the main point of the reference, and a response to the reference. Initially
your responses will be, understandably, limited. However, as time goes on, you'll find that issues raised
during the reading recur in the literature and that different authors' understanding and viewpoint of
many of the same issues differ.
Your Research Mentor will also have developed a set of skills that he/she believes are crucial to
working in the laboratory. This list should be made available to you during this Phase, and you will be
able to focus on learning each of these skills. During this Phase, your job is to learn each of these
skills. For each of the skills, you will go through a set of activities designed to train you in the skill.
Your Research Mentor may require you to go through documentation describing the skill and any set of
steps required to execute it.

On the other hand, your Research Mentor may simply guide you directly

in the acquisition of the skill set, essentially “standing next to you” as you go through a set of activities
(lab activities, bench work, solving problems, reproducing results from the literature, etc.) Your
proficiency in these skill sets will be evaluated; you'll need to pass some minimal competency metric,
defined by your Research Mentor, to undertake activities in the laboratory.
Your workload will vary during the year. During the summer you will read a minimum of two
to three papers a week. You are expected to discuss each paper thoroughly with the Research Mentor,
postdoctoral fellows, graduate students, or advanced undergraduate students and subsequently write
your own annotation for a bibliography. During the academic year, you will read one paper per week
and are expected to complete the discussion and annotation once a week.
The rate at which skills are taught depends heavily on the laboratory resources (expert time,
supplies, etc.). In general, you should try to keep as brisk a pace as is safely possible without ever
deluding yourself into believing you understand something that you don't. Prior to working in the lab,
you should read about the procedures, plan your day (or week) in the laboratory, carry out the lab
activity under supervision, and perform a self-evaluation. Once your Research Mentor determines that
you are ready to be formally evaluated, he/she will performed a formal evaluation. When you've gotten
to a minimal level of competence, your Research Mentor will allow you to participate in the active
research efforts of the laboratory. When you get to a point of competency enabling you to undertake

work relevant to the laboratory's investigations, you will be able to begin your research activities.

TIPS for Phase 1: This may be your first introduction to a research environment. It's definitely
exciting! In this Phase, you'll feel like a fish out of water. You'll be exposed to lots of things that you
don't know or understand. Much of the language will be unfamiliar, as each research area has its own
jargon. If there is mathematical theory that is involved, you may not know how to read or understand
it.
A great innovator is comfortable with being uncomfortable. The entire research process can be
unnerving, with each step essentially a guess and with no guidance as to whether that step will lead
anywhere. Take the time to dig into each of the things you're asked to do. Ask questions. Learn not
only the how but also the why. In time, you will understand what you're doing. It's important not to
become too overwhelmed by what you don't know. Your Research Mentor will guide you through and
the SIR office stands ready to answer your questions.

Assignments:
•

Regular skill-building forms to the SIR office once every two weeks during the summer
and every month during the school year.

•

All annotated bibliography forms to the SIR office filled out signed by your Research
Mentor.

•

Log book forms turned into the SIR office signed by your Research Mentor
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PHASE 2
Development of a Research Question

Phase 2

In Phase 2, you will collaborate with your Research Mentor to generate the research question.
This process is facilitated by by making a knowledge web.
A knowledge web is a pictorial representation of the state of the art in a particular field. The
web is made up of nodes and linkages. Each node represents a specific fact or fact family found in a
defined reference. The reference is indicated in the node. Nodes are connected by linking topics that
are similar or related. Things that are more similar or related are placed closer together than things that
are less similar or related.
Knowledge webs may be color-coded in order to indicate different things. As an example, one
might choose a single color to indicate things that are part of the accepted information set in a field.
Such facts are often times found in textbooks or quoted in myriad journal articles. A second color
might be chosen to indicate information that is in the scientific literature, but in some ways incomplete
or under research. A third color can indicate a set of conjectures or future research directions that have
yet to be established and may be the subject of future research.
The result is a pictorial indicator of the state of the art in the field of research. You must base
your own indicator on the references and facts you've encountered. The references you have read must
be indicated in the knowledge web. For each node, you must be able to document the meaning of the
reference in the field.
An example knowledge map is provided below.

While your Research Mentor may want to assist you in developing the knowledge map, it is
important that you develop your own. Students are generally very good at memorizing and
regurgitating facts but they tend to be significantly less good at integrating the facts they've learned in
such a way as to be able to use them to assemble a “map” of the intellectual field. Yet you will learn,
by going through the exercise of putting together a knowledge map, how the different facts learned
during Stage 1 are related and interrelated. This gives you a sense of the field which, when done well,
enables you to choose your research direction correctly.

TIPS for Phase 2: As high school students, you are not generally exposed to connection-making in
your schoolwork. Most of your work at school is aimed at skill-building. As a result, it will take time
to understand how things are related. Often times it helps to write out characteristics of each of the
studies: tools used, methods used, materials, questions asked, etc. From this, you can then see that
some of these things overlap and so the topics are related. Using this as a rough system to get the map
started can help you to begin to see connections between topics.

Assignments:
•

Knowledge web and student write-up turned into the SIR office

•

Adviser's acceptance form for the knowledge web turned into the SIR office

•

Regular progress reports turned into the SIR office

•

Log book forms turned into the SIR office signed by your Research Mentor
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PHASE 3
Development of a Research Question

Phase 3

Congratulations, you have now learned enough to begin to work on the development of an
actual research question! Based on your annotated bibliography and a knowledge map you should be
able to identify one or more different unanswered questions in the field. In order to identify a question
that you can carry out in one to two years, you must consider each of the following elements:
•

What contribution would answering the question make to the state of the art?

•

What procedures might one use in order to answer the question?

•

What skills / equipment / supplies would be needed in order to examine the question? Are these
available?

•

How long will the study likely take?

•

If the procedures that are proposed fail to produce the desired data, what course of action might
bring the project back on track?

Together with the annotated bibliography and the knowledge map, you must develop a research
proposal that answers these and related questions.
The major sections of the proposal are as follows:

1. Cover sheet
The cover sheet provides basic information about the project.
2. Introduction
This section is meant to convince the reader that the study is important. This is accomplished by
reviewing the state of the art. The state of the art will be apparent from the annotated bibliography and
the knowledge map.

The introduction lays out what is known and develops, in the reader, an

understanding of why the current study logically stems from those described. This section must
include adequate citation of the literature to be able to support each argument or fact presented. Each
of the citations must be in the bibliography. As the knowledge map will have at least twenty nodes,
representing at least twenty different references, this section will need to contain the same number of
references. While the bibliography may include reference not referenced in the introduction, those
indicated in the knowledge map should be referenced in the introduction.
3. Description of planned investigation
◦ The investigation's central question is described in the first subsection. The student should
also describe the rationale for asking the central question. This rationale should include the

question's placement in the knowledge map and the importance of obtaining its answer.
◦ The student will describe the intended methodology to be used to answer the central
question. This will be an exhaustive list of all experimental steps along with the knowledge
gained from applying these steps. This includes all methods, protocols, and processes. Each
of these steps should specify the materials, supplies, and equipment to be used. With each
of the methods should be an explanation of what aspect of the central question is being
answered, what data is expected, and what this means for the question's answer.
◦ The proposal will include a list of all the supplies and equipment needed. The proposal will
indicate which of these is available, the model numbers for equipment to be used, and which
of these is not available but might be relatively soon, along with the availability timeline.
◦ The proposal must include, in this section, the expected contributions of each member of the
research team.
4. Bibliography
This should include all references cited in the text. It should at least contain the annotated bibliography
the student has produced.
5. Resumes / Cvs
All team member's CVs or resumes should be included here. This includes the adviser.

TIPS for Phase 3: This is a writing step, requiring significant insight and care. We all know that
student generally have trouble with writing. It is very important to take care when writing this section.
Avoid explanations that are vague, incomplete, or even factually incorrect. You should be prepared to
revise, revise, revise! Writing is tough, and rarely can be done well in one go. You may find that it's
easier to write one section at a time, working through that section with your Research Mentor before
moving on to the next section. Be prepared to go through multiple iterations! You will probably hate
to write the same section over and over, but keep in mind that this is what real writing is like. You'll
want to go through it once, hopefully getting it right. In general, that's not what happens, so just be
patient and work through it.

Assignments:
•

Regular progress reports signed by your Research Mentor turned into the SIR office

•

Proposal turned into the SIR office

•

Log book forms turned into the SIR office signed by your Research Mentor
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PHASE 4
Development of a Research Question

Stage 4: Running the Research Program
This is the magical stage that you've been waiting for! At this point, you know what you're
working on, how it fits into the field, and that you are capable of running this study. It's time to have
fun!
Your Research Mentor will guide you through the daily grind of carrying out your research.
This consists of carrying out specific, well thought-out steps that are meant to collect data and use this
data to answer the research question. Each time you're in the lab you should come prepared carry out
experimental, theoretical, or investigatory work that is well thought out and yields data that contributes
to the answer to the question.
The things that you're must do during the research phase are
•

Each day that you are in the research environment, begin the day by defining what you're going
to get done. This can be done individually or with your Research Mentor at a morning meeting.

•

Record in great detail what you're doing throughout the day. This is crucial, as it will be
important to be able to reproduce what you're doing.

•

Keep good records! Okay, I just said that, but it's work saying again. Record data in a
notebook, by taking pictures, videos, sound recordings, etc. Store it in a nonvolatile media
which could be a log book, a computer, on a disk, etc.

•

Take time to analyze the results of each experiment you undertake. Ask whether the experiment
answers the question you needed to answer or not. Support your answer with data.

•

Remember that one measurement has little meaning by itself.

Your experiment must be

replicable in order to be meaningful. Therefore, whatever procedure you choose should be able
to be done multiple times.
•

Look out for bad data! When data looks like an outlier, it should be treated with skepticism, but
not necessarily thrown out. If the data is reproducible, it's telling you something you didn't
expect. Find out what that is!

•

Listen to your Research Mentor(s)! Research Mentors are the experts in their field. Listen to
what they're saying and think about it.

•

Keep in mind that lots of things happen behind the scenes that you don't have to deal with.
Being in a lab isn't just coming in one morning and doing an experiment. Sometimes support
for your part of a longer experiment can take days. Be respectful of people's time and effort and
do whatever you can to make each interaction meaningful.

Assignments:
•

Regular progress reports signed by your Research Mentor turned into the SIR office

•

Log book forms turned into the SIR office signed by your Research Mentor
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PHASE 5
Communicating your research

Phase 5: Communicating your research
This final step is where you wrap up the whole project by writing and publishing a research
report that communicates the salient details of the research to the greater scientific community. Many
publication options exist including submitting the paper to IMSA's own peer reviewed research journal,
which will be launched in 2017.
Let's face it: most students don't really like to write. Writing can be quite difficult because it's
hard to communicate exactly what one is thinking. In science this task is even more difficult because
of the nature of writing. Unlike writing for classes in school, scientific writing is technical, precise,
dispassionate, and meant to be extremely complete. It's written in odd tenses that aren't typically used
speech. Moreover, the process is long and laborious and requires many rewrites. One can easily write
a whole passage at one time and then read it at a later time and decide that it's all wrong.
Yet from the point of view of the scientific enterprise this difficult step is the most important.
It's what changes a study from a hobby to a significant undertaking. Without this one step, all the hard
work that one does is lost. Despite the endless work, the tedious attention to detail, and the leaps of
understanding that one might encounter, without this step the greater human community cannot benefit
from the hard work. Without that, the endeavor has meaning only to the individual undertaking it and
this knowledge and meaning are eventually lost. This is the single reason that this step is such an
important.
As a result, you must write a research report that communicates the details of your study,
methodology, data, and conclusions. You will do this in partnership with your Research Mentor and the
entire research team that you are part of. Only one paper needs to be written for each research project,
even if it's undertaken by a team. Each participant in the study must contribute to the paper in order to
obtain authorship and credit for the SIR. The contribution can be the development of a material part of
the study, data that was generated through some application of the methodology, or words written about
the study. However, students who do not make a significant contribution will not get credit for the
work.
The good news is that much of the paper is already written. You have already completed an
annotated bibliography, a knowledge map, and a proposal. If you've changed your methodology,
you've already documented this. These sections may be copied into the new paper. If, during the
course of the study, a mathematical proof has been developed, this will be copied wholesale into the
paper without alteration.
The format of the paper should reflect the format used by researchers in this subject area. As a

result, the specific format of the paper will not be consistent across different specializations. Each
paper must be written so that it can appear in a research publication. That is, the format, language, and
style must be consistent with the same in use in publications from the research area. At the conclusion
of the SIR, the paper must be accepted to a peer-reviewed publication and will bear the name of all
participants of the project. As a result, the paper must be carefully and thoughtfully put together and
pass scrutiny consistent with publication standards of the day. Your Research Mentor will know what
this means in his/her area of expertise.
For help in developing good writing habits, one may consult the book entitled The Craft of
Scientific Writing by Michael Alley

Assignments:
•

Regular progress reports signed by your Research Mentor turned into the SIR office

•

Log book forms turned into the SIR office signed by your Research Mentor

•

Final research report

•

Submission to peer reviewed forum

•

Development of a Powerpoint (or equivalent) research presentation.

Participation in IMSAloqium
Each spring all current SIR students will be invited to participate in IMSAloqium. How you
participate depends upon the status of your investigation. All students will need to submit an abstract in
order to be considered for IMSAloqium. Students who have completed their investigation with a
published work will do oral presentations. Engineering investigations may opt to do a demo in place of
a traditional powerpoint presentation. Student investigations that are still in progress will do a progress
report. SIR staff will talk to their advisers and ask if they would prefer an open door presentation or a
closed door presentation. An appropriate format for progress report could be to electronically present a
poster.

Earning Course Credit for SIR
Students will earn course credit for SIR upon publication with their advisor. This must be
communicated to the SIR Director no later than the day prior to IMSAloqium in order to assure that it
will appear on the student’s transcript for the current academic year.

SIR Personal Profile
Directions: Complete your personal profile to be sent to a potential adviser and lab. This will help
showcase your talents, interests, and desires to be considered for a lab.
Personal Information:
Name:

Email:

Phone:

Grade:

School Attended Prior to IMSA:

Previous Research Experience:
Previous Lab:
Reasons for leaving:
Pros:
Cons:

Personal Professional Interests:
Field of Study:
Reasons you would like to study in this field:
How will SIR help you reach your goals:

Personal Interests:
Hobbies/Interests:
Favorite class (discuss):

Work Experience:
Date:
Hours:
Description:

Title:

Date:

Title:

Hours:
Description:

Date:

Title:

Hours:
Description:

Volunteer Services:
Date:

Title:

Hours:
Description:

Date:

Title:

Hours:
Description:

Date:

Title:

Hours:
Description:

Date:

Title:

Hours:
Description:

Date:
Hours:

Title:

Description:

Extracurricular Activities:
Date:

Title:

Hours:
Description:

Date:

Title:

Hours:
Description:

Date:

Title:

Hours:
Description:

Date:

Title:

Hours:
Description:
Awards/Achievements:
Date:

Title:

Description:

Date:

Title:

Description:

Date:
Description:

Title:

Date:

Title:

Description:

Additional Information:

Recommendation for this Student (SIR Only):

Illinois Mathematics and Science Academy
The World's Leading Teaching and Learning Laboratory for Imagination and Inquiry

Student Inquiry and Research
Chemical, Biological, Physical, and Radiation Research Safety Review
Student Name(s)
Advisor Name(s)

Site

Please discuss the safety aspects of your research with your advisor/mentor. If you may be exposed
to any chemical, biological, physical, or radiation hazards during your investigation please specify
what they are and identify any special precautions or training necessary.
My investigation does NOT involve chemical, biological, radiation, or physical hazards.
My investigation may expose me to the chemical, biological, physical or radiation hazards:
Hazardous chemicals, including carcinogens and reproductive toxins
Biological materials or microorganisms classified biosafety level 3
Biological materials or microorganisms classified biosafety level 1
Biological materials or organisms requiring biosafety level 2 or above containment:
Human-derived materials (blood products, bodily fluids)
Cell/tissue culture, including established cell lines
Biological agents for which vaccination is required
Recombinant DNA technology or materials
Animals requiring anesthesia
Ether used as an anesthetic
Respirators used for protection against hazardous or nuisance materials
Radioactive materials (sealed or unsealed sources):
Ionizing radiation
X-rays (analytical, medical, dental, veterinary, or industrial)
Physical hazards (electric shock, cryogenic materials, noise, burns, physical impact):
Highly reactive materials
Lasers
High-pressure reactions
Vacuum systems
Compressed gas
Please explain the above in detail, including special precautions or training for the student. Write on
the back of this sheet and/or add more pages as necessary.
I HAVE DISCUSSED SAFETY CONCERNS, including environmental hazards, use of research
equipment and procedures with my advisor. I know the location of safety equipment and understand
the procedures to follow in case of spill, injury, or exposure to a potentially harmful substance. I
understand that although every effort is made to minimize exposure, there is risk involved in
research.
Student Signature

Date

Advisor Signature

Date

Annotated Bibliography for Research Project
Directions: By now, your research adviser and you have begun a dialog of literature to prepare for the
research project. Your adviser has provided you with literature to read and develop knowledge about
the state of the art surrounding your project. The purpose of the annotated bibliography is to give a
brief (150-200 word) overview of the article, passage, or book chapter. You will then provide the
significance of the article, passage, or book chapter to the project. If you find you need more spaces
than provided, you will need to submit more than one assignment page. Your entire assignment should
be cited the same and should be congruent with your field of study. If you don’t know, ask your adviser.

1. Article Citation (APA, MLA, Chicago):

How does this passage influence your research project?

2. Article Citation (APA, MLA, Chicago):

How does this passage influence your research project?

3. Article Citation (APA, MLA, Chicago):

How does this passage influence your research project?

4. Article Citation (APA, MLA, Chicago):

How does this passage influence your research project?

5. Article Citation (APA, MLA, Chicago):

How does this passage influence your research project?

6. Article Citation (APA, MLA, Chicago):

How does this passage influence your research project?

7. Article Citation (APA, MLA, Chicago):

How does this passage influence your research project?

8. Article Citation (APA, MLA, Chicago):

How does this passage influence your research project?

9. Article Citation (APA, MLA, Chicago):

How does this passage influence your research project?

10. Article Citation (APA, MLA, Chicago):

How does this passage influence your research project?

Skill Building
Directions: In the spaces below, list the skills you have gained in the last four I Days, discuss each skill,
and tie each skill into the overall project. After you discuss skills learned, discuss what skills you will be
learning in the next four I Days and how these will be beneficial to your project.
List the skills you have attained in the last four weeks:
1.
2.
3.

Discuss each skill:
1.
2.
3.

What benefit to your project does learning each skill have?
1.
2.
3.

Discuss what skills you will be learning in the next four weeks:

Investigation Proposal
Each group must write their own SIR proposal collaboratively and submit one per group.
General Formatting
Papers and other written materials submitted to SIR should be word documents. Text margins should be one
inch for top and bottom, and right and left margins. Use 1.5 line spacing, not double spacing, to assist
with conservation of paper resources. If a printed paper is submitted to SIR, it should be printed double-sided.
Your written materials should not be formatted in double columns; some journals may do this, but it is not
appropriate for a manuscript.
All papers and other written materials submitted to SIR should have page numbers at the bottom of the pages.
The right upper header should include student name and date submitted.
Digital documents should be labeled by student last name, first name if last name is common, brief description of
requirements, date submitted. For group investigations, please label the file by the name of the person in
the group which is first alphabetically. For example:


Kazadi Proposal 040516

Do not send multiple files with material for one assignment/SIR requirement; incorporate everything into one
word document. For example, do not send your bibliography in a file separate from the rest of your proposal of
paper.
Use of Abbreviations
Use of abbreviations can confuse the reader. The correct way to use abbreviations is to first use the phrase or
word, then place the abbreviation in parentheses after that word or phrase, the first time that it is used. For
example: major histocompatibility complex (MHC). Generally, the first letter of the phrase is not capitalized; the
abbreviation is usually capitalized letters, but there may be some letters in certain abbreviations that are not.
When in question, check other papers in the field to see how that paper uses a specific abbreviation. If an
abbreviation is only used once or twice in a paper, it is probably best not to use it at all, unless it is a common or
standard abbreviation. For the purposes of SIR, a table of abbreviations included at the end of the paper can
greatly assist the reader in understanding your paper, especially if many abbreviations are used.
Generally, abbreviations are not used in a title or abstract. They may be used in a title or abstract if the
abbreviation is standard to the field. They may be used in an abstract if the word or phrase is used multiple times.
However, SIR encompasses all fields, so it is best to use abbreviations carefully so that all individuals can read
your work.
Figures and Tables
Figures and tables should be at the end of the paper, not embedded in the text. Each figure and table should be
referred to by number, and sequentially numbered. Each figure and table requires a title, caption, and legend. If a
figure or table is not your original creation then it requires a citation adjacent to it, as well as a citation in your
bibliography/reference section. In practice, the figures are often the first part of the paper that is read. The rest
might not even be read if the information is not deemed useful. Therefore, make the figure legends sufficiently
detailed so that a person can understand them without reading the text. Redundancy with the text here is
acceptable.

Plagiarism, and Reference to Prior Work
Plagiarism: Building on previous work in an area is essential. When you draw from others’ work, you must cite
that work and sources to avoid plagiarism. Direct quotes should be used only if the author’s exact words
are required for impact, and should be kept to a minimum. Paraphrase the information to demonstrate
your understanding, using good and proper paraphrasing techniques; simply changing words is not paraphrasing.
If you cannot state the author’s ideas and information in your own words, most likely you do not understand the
material well.
Using Previous Personal Work: The background research section from your proposal may be used as a
starting point for your final paper. In some instances you will need to cite or reference previous work you have
written for previous assignments. Yes it may be okay to reuse work, but you need to provide a citation and you
will need to expand on your previous thoughts to strengthen the ideas of your paper. By expanding on your
previous written work, you showcase your personal growth in the area of research.
1) The background research in the proposal represents an initial investigation of related literature. This means
that your proposal represents a basic understanding of the topic. A literature review for the final paper should
be significantly expanded and much more detailed than a proposal.
2) Because you will learn and obtain results during the course of your research, your understanding and
interpretation of the papers summarized in your proposal should change. You have grown as a scholar from
September to May.
3) As you work on your investigation, you will find additional resources on your topic, and these should be
synthesized with previous sources and incorporated into your final paper. Also, there may have been pertinent
papers published during the months since you submitted your proposal, requiring additional sources to
address those changes.
4) Additional experimental techniques and/or methods of analysis may have been added, so the report should
properly represent the research that you actually conducted.
NOTICE: Lack of academic integrity will result in a failing grade for the assignment, and perhaps for SIR; issues
concerning academic integrity will be referred for disciplinary action. Resolve any uncertainties about academic
integrity well before written work is due.

Please review the IMSA Student Handbook regarding academic integrity.

A Few Brief Writing Tips and Resources
Expressing yourself well in writing is a very important skill. It helps you learn, conveys your understanding to others, and
let’s others know about your own novel ideas and findings. When conducting an SIR investigation, it’s very likely that you’ll
be utilizing the work of others, so it’s important to give proper attribution to other’s ideas. If you don’t give proper
attribution, this is plagiarism which is a very serious breach of academic integrity. Below are some resources to assist you in
your writing.
A few tips:
 Don’t procrastinate; allow time for revision and additional research.
 Read and proof your work carefully. (Double check all the words that the spell-check can’t identify.)
 When you read new material, take notes from your sources, but don’t copy source materials exactly.
 Close your source materials before you write; when you write with source materials open it is very easy to copy.
Read and review your source materials. Close them. Write from your knowledge and understanding. Use your
source materials to check your writing, and not to write.
 Synthesize.
 Paraphrasing is putting an idea or concept into your own words; it is not simply changing a noun, pronoun, verb,
adverb, adjective, and so forth.
 Different fields of study have different conventions. For example, quotes are generally not used in a scientific
paper, but are used – sparingly – to make a point or argument in other fields.
 The introduction of a scientific paper is the author’s synthesis of source materials; it is not a source of the facts and
information that it contains. (ie. The person summarizing facts should NOT be credited as having discovered them.)
What is attributed to that author are the novel findings and claims from his/her research. Do not use someone else’s
citation without reading the cited material and verifying that it is appropriate.
Two excellent resources: IMSA’s Writing Center and the IMSA IRC
The Purdue Online Writing Lab
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/
Avoiding Plagiarism
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/589/01/
http://www.princeton.edu/pr/pub/integrity/08/plagiarism/
Resources about Paraphrasing
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/619/1/
http://library.duke.edu/research/plagiarism/cite/paraphrase.html
http://writing.wisc.edu/Handbook/QPA_paraphrase.html
Resources about Quoting and Using Quotations
http://leo.stcloudstate.edu/research/usingquotes.html
http://www.virtualsalt.com/quotehlp.htm
http://writing.wisc.edu/Handbook/QuoLiterature.html
University of Chicago Writing Tips (especially for revision)
http://writing-program.uchicago.edu/resources/collegewriting/
Modern Language Association (MLA) style – Used by the English team
http://www.mla.org/
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/
Chicago style – Used by the History/Social Science team
http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.html
American Psychological Association (APA) – Used by the Science team
http://www.apastyle.org
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/01/

Investigation Proposal
Directions: The purpose of the proposal is to discuss the investigation in detail. Part of the proposal will
answer “why am I investigating this topic?” This is an important step to the research process to help
provide a clear beginning, middle, and end to the project. Each SIR investigative group will complete the
following sections collaboratively and submit to the SIR drop box. Be sure to read the Hints for Writing
document to ensure success with the proposal.
•

•

•

•

•

Title: The title is vital to any paper, especially for a research paper. You need to have a
descriptive, but accurate title for your investigation that as a group, you all agree. But moreover,
your adviser must agree to the title. Your title should be simple, brief and give general context
to the audience. The title is meant to captivate an audience. Use descriptive words to describe
the research and its’ purpose. Be sure to not use abbreviations that are not known. An example
of an abbreviation that is okay to use is AIDS. This is a common abbreviation, but for a protein in
a Biology experiment, you will need to provide an adequate descriptive title.
Introduction: The introduction should be 200-250 words and describe your study. This should
give a brief description of the background information, purpose of the study, and a brief
explanation of how the study will be conducted. This will allow the reader to become engaged
and begin to understand what will be written in the next sections. Since your introduction will
be descriptive and give a couple main points of your investigation, you will want to write this
after writing the rest of your proposal.
Background: The background is very important because not everyone reading your proposal will
be knowledgeable of your field. This section gives you an opportunity to help give context to
your project from the past and current literature. You also need to remember to provide the
basic information that will help the reader identify what you will do during your investigation.
One critical aspect of the background is to keep it focused. Key in on what you intend for the
reader to get from the passage. For example, not everyone knows cancer biology, but you would
provide information about how cancer can be destroyed so the reader might understand why a
certain chemical needs to be studied.
Literature Review: Now you will connect your project with relevant studies and what is already
being done. What have others in the field asked about the topic and what have other
researchers attempted to find with regards to your topic. You will discuss what still missing in
the field by using current literature and making the connections to your study. If no studies are
similar to yours, you may need to use relevant studies from other contexts. For example, if you
are studying social reform of migrant cooks entering the U.S., but nothing seems to exist in the
field of study, then maybe you will look at social reform in general to help explore your topic.
Research Questions: Now that you have read literature and have a general idea of the field and
perhaps now your study, come up with a couple research questions that you will explore. Keep
in mind, your question could change throughout the project, but you will need some type of
guiding question. No research starts without a question. Your questions must not be answered
with a simple yes or no. You need to create an open ended question that can be explored. These
are typically not the big picture questions, but what you will answer by the end of the project.

•

•

•

Create questions that will be specific as to what you want to learn. The big picture question will
come at the end of the project.
Methodology: This is a very important step because it outlines what you are going to do with
your research and how you will do this. Methods sections are always very specific and are
elaborate upon your project specifications. You will need to write the methodology out like it’s a
recipe, in bulleted list form. A recipe provides many important details for making something. It
has all the ingredients. For your project, this will be all the equipment, materials, participants
and any other items you need. A recipe also provides a detailed list of how you will make the
food. For your project, you will need to give a specific detailed list of how you will conduct your
experiment and a timeframe per step. You will also discuss how you plan to analyze your results.
This is also a section where you might discuss the IRB and why the IRB is important. Part of your
bulleted section will also describe safety and anonymity for participants.
Anticipated Needs: Foreshadowing is not just done when reading a book, but also when doing
research. As you build your proposal and you should also have begun the project, you should
have ideas of what you will need. What will you need in the future that you may not currently
have? This will help inform you and your lab of possible limitations for your experiment that
may need to be vetted before beginning the experiment. You can describe what you need or
make a list. A brief example is below:
o The purpose of the study is to determine if individuals can effectively lose weight through
meditation. In order to study this theory, we first emailed (see Appendix A) participants.
o Once the participants agree, we will collect consent forms (Appendix B) from them.
o We will create a schedule, email it using only our secure IMSA email account, and make
sure all participants will be on schedule and able to participate.
o Before the first session, participants will give their weight. Each session, one investigator
will lead the participants, individually, in a meditation session. Participants must
complete two sessions for 6 weeks strait.
o Upon the final meditation session after 6 weeks, the participants will weight themselves.
o We will run a two tailed ANOVA with participant’s weight from pre-post 6 weeks of
sessions. We are hoping to find that the participants have lost a significant amount of
weight.
o After we calculate the results, we will submit our paper to the Yoga Professional
Conference to present our results.
Next Step: The final section of the proposal should be the next steps. Now that you have
completed the proposal, what do you need to do? Where do you begin? What do you need to
read or what skills do you need to gain? Where will you publish and what will it take to get ready
for publication? Do you have the writing and presentation skills needed? How will you gain
those techniques? You have provided a methodology section, but now you need to give a
general outline of the rest of the study.

Progress Report

Progress Report
Every four I Days, students document and reflect on progress by preparing a progress
report. A report of about one page in length can be sufficient to discuss what has been
accomplished, to document learning, and to discuss where the project is going. It should
include a discussion of problems that have been encountered and where the project has
gone, because of this. Does this change the project’s focusing question? Additions to the
bibliography should be included. The report should include any writings, creative pieces,
data and analysis, and so forth that document project success. A well-maintained Inquiry
notebook/journal should facilitate the writing of the progress report. The progress report
should also address any deficiencies in the original proposal such as a completed
bibliography, a refined focusing question, and so forth.
For students who have demonstrated understanding of methodologies, have little or few
investigation changes, and are well engaged, it is anticipated that the progress report will
take less than an hour to complete and be about one page in length.
Progress reports that detail investigation changes, address proposal deficiencies, and so
forth will be lengthier than a page and probably require more time to complete.
The progress report also needs to contain a description of the investigation, using the
template found at the end of this page. This information is included in PowerSchool and
is used by many individuals, such as the CACs.
Students should discuss the report with their advisor and have them sign it.
Students working in a group can submit one progress report for the group investigation.
A progress report might include:
 Revised/extended bibliography;
 Information about what has been accomplished/where the project is going;
 Description of methods and materials used in the study;
 Demonstration of what learning has occurred; demonstrate your learning, don’t tell
about what you have learned;
 Problems encountered/where this has led the project;
 Rationale for a change in the project’s focusing question;
 Investigation needs;
 Deficiencies from the SIR proposal, such as a complete explanation of methods used
in the investigation;
 Other thoughts and comments.
Summer Progress Reports
Progress reports submitted during the summer are done so on a weekly basis. Most
communication about summer SIR will be digitally (mostly by email), and the work
conducted will usually be every day, instead of once each week. At the completion of
each week during summer SIR - on Fridays - a brief report should summarize the work

Progress Report

accomplished and demonstrate learning for the week. These should be emailed as an
attachment. Please be mindful of the size of files being sent, reducing the sizes of any
images, figures, and so forth for easier digital access.
Current Description of the Investigation:
Must be complete and should not exceed 1,000 characters including spaces. For example,
student name is pursuing an SIR investigation with Dr./Mr./Ms. FirstLastName(s) at
Institution (write entire name – no abbreviations). He/she is … Provide 3-5 sentences
that describe your work, what you are learning, and your successes. Explain it in simple
terms, such that someone without a degree in the area, yet who is reasonably interested in
current affairs, will understand. Relate this to why someone not working directly in the
field should be interested, and care about the work - what are its implications? Option to
provide 1-2 sentences about your challenges and how you are overcoming these.

Progress Report

accomplished and demonstrate learning for the week. These should be emailed as an
attachment. Please be mindful of the size of files being sent, reducing the sizes of any
images, figures, and so forth for easier digital access.
Current Description of the Investigation:
Must be complete and should not exceed 1,000 characters including spaces. For example,
student name is pursuing an SIR investigation with Dr./Mr./Ms. FirstLastName(s) at
Institution (write entire name – no abbreviations). He/she is … Provide 3-5 sentences
that describe your work, what you are learning, and your successes. Explain it in simple
terms, such that someone without a degree in the area, yet who is reasonably interested in
current affairs, will understand. Relate this to why someone not working directly in the
field should be interested, and care about the work - what are its implications? Option to
provide 1-2 sentences about your challenges and how you are overcoming these.

Abstract
Each year, IMSA publishes an IMSAloquium abstract book. Individuals attending presentations at
IMSAloquium use the abstract to determine which talks they would like to attend. The abstract,
therefore, should provide a summary of the key accomplishments and information that the listener will
hear about in the presentation. The IMSA abstract guidelines suggest an abstract of two hundred words
in length. The abstract should put the work in context with one or two sentences setting the stage for the
background and rationale, then providing a succinct summary of the key points and accomplishments of
the project. An abstract does not go into in-depth background research. If the work is a technical and
procedural project, then details of protocols are included; otherwise the procedures used may only be
mentioned by name or not listed at all. Someone reading your abstract should get a complete picture of
what you have accomplished and why, and be enticed to come to your talk or poster because they want
greater depth of understanding of the project and implications of the work.

Think of your abstract in the terms of the following sections, but don’t explicitly label these sections:
Introduction - 1-2 sentences, maximum, to set the context.
Methods - 1-2 sentences, unless developing new methodology (literature review is a method).
Results - What have you learned and accomplished? Preliminary results or where you are currently at
in your investigation is fine. This is the major portion of your abstract. What did you do? What did you
find?
Conclusion - 1-2 sentences about the implications of your results.
You get about 200 words - use them wisely and succinctly.

More detailed instructions are provided in the annual IMSAloquium “Call for Abstracts” document.
These instructions may include submission of your abstract into the IMSAloquium database, may
require inclusion of presentation equipment needs, and so forth.
The SIR advisor is required to approve abstracts for inclusion in the IMSAloquium abstract book.

Abstract Rubric
The abstract is a synopsis of what you have accomplished in your investigation. Use this rubric to
check your abstract and bring the completed form with you when you check your abstract with SIR
staff. Since the abstract will be published, it needs to be perfect – no typographical or grammatical
errors. Avoid including too much introductory information and too little of what was accomplished. All
checkboxes should be marked before submitting your abstract to the database. For guidance, refer to
the call for abstracts and the abstract guidelines on Moodle.
 Evident
 Up to 175 characters
 In title case
Title:
 1-2 sentences in length
Introduction:  Evident
 Evident
 1-2 sentences in length (if appropriate)
Methods:
 Evident
 occupies the major portion of the abstract
Results:
 1-2 sentences in length
Conclusion:  Evident
 Written in NotePad
 No spelling errors  No grammatical errors
Overall:
 No punctuation
 200 words or less
 Special characters
errors
correct
Title

Abstract:

Designing the SIR Poster
An effective poster tells the complete story of the work in a simple and visual way, with exhibit, limited text,
graphs, drawings, photographs, and the like. To be visually appealing and readable, key points are presented in
bulleted text. Poster displays of student investigations at IMSAloquium will be done electronically. ITMC will
check student files to make sure they will display correctly. During the IMSAloquium poster session, students
will be expected to give a short talk and be able to answer attendees questions.
Posters Need to Include the Following Information, as Applicable, for the Type of Investigation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Title
Your name and affiliation
Your advisor(s) name(s) and affiliation (name of university, business, and so forth) - You do not need the
logo!
Focusing question/thesis statement
Abstract, as you uploaded for the IMSAloquim abstract book, but it may be updated
Introduction/background/rationale (bulleted text)
Methods, if applicable (bulleted text)
Results/data (usually visual such as diagrams, figures, or tables, all with captions), if applicable
Creative work, if applicable
Discussion/conclusion (bulleted text)
Bibliography of your main research paper sources and of any figures/diagrams not your own. Terms for how
to use and/or cite such sources may differ: some sources require written permission before reproducing
images; other sources may require only that a reproduction contains a written citation of the source.
Acknowledgments

Poster Design Dos
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Poster is visually appealing, neat and organized
Poster has appropriate text and background colors
Poster information should flow from beginning to end.
Text is easily read from a distance of 4 feet - use a font size of 14 point or larger
Information is contained in bulleted statements - no large paragraphs of text except for the abstract
Poster contains no spelling errors
Review the poster with your advisor at least one week in advance of your poster printing time

Poster Don’ts
•
•
•

Don’t use background colors that are difficult to look at
Don’t staple your PowerPoint slides to the wall
Don’t wait until the last minute to discuss the poster with your advisor

Some investigations, such as artistic visual arts, music, or creative writing projects, may not lend themselves to
the traditional visual presentation. You will need to be creative in putting your visual display together, being sure
to include some samples of your work, its evolution, plus an academic discussion of how you pursued your
investigation and what you have learned. For help, please ask your advisor or the SIR staff.

SIR Paper Notes
Notes for SIR Proposals, Papers and Other Written Documents
Each student must write their own SIR proposal and SIR paper. For the SIR paper, partners may work
collaboratively on the Investigation Description and the figures/tables/graphs and their captions.
General Formatting
Papers and other written materials submitted to SIR should be word documents. Text margins should be one inch
for top and bottom, and right and left margins. Use 1.5 line spacing, not double spacing, to assist with
conservation of paper resources. If a printed paper is submitted to SIR, it should be printed double-sided. Your
written materials should not be formatted in double columns; some journals may do this, but it is not appropriate
for a manuscript.
All papers and other written materials submitted to SIR should have page numbers at the bottom of the pages.
The right upper header should include student name and date submitted.
Digital documents should be labeled by student last name, first name if last name is common, brief description of
requirements, date submitted. For group investigations, please label the file by the name of the person in the
group which is first alphabetically. For example:
 SchepplerPaper4-30-15.doc
 LiJohnProposal9-17-14.doc
 SchepplerEtAlAbstract3-12-15
(abstract for Scheppler, Fischer, and Chinwalla – only Scheppler is on digital label)
Do not send multiple files with material for one assignment/SIR requirement; incorporate everything into one
word document. For example, do not send your bibliography in a file separate from the rest of your proposal of
paper.
Use of Abbreviations
Use of abbreviations can confuse the reader. The correct way to use abbreviations is to first use the phrase or
word, then place the abbreviation in parentheses after that word or phrase, the first time that it is used. For
example: major histocompatibility complex (MHC). Generally, the first letter of the phrase is not capitalized; the
abbreviation is usually capitalized letters, but there may be some letters in certain abbreviations that are not.
When in question, check other papers in the field to see how that paper uses a specific abbreviation. If an
abbreviation is only used once or twice in a paper, it is probably best not to use it at all, unless it is a common or
standard abbreviation. For the purposes of SIR, a table of abbreviations included at the end of the paper can
greatly assist the reader in understanding your paper, especially if many abbreviations are used.
Generally, abbreviations are not used in a title or abstract. They may be used in a title or abstract if the
abbreviation is standard to the field. They may be used in an abstract if the word or phrase is used multiple times.
However, SIR encompasses all fields, so it is best to use abbreviations carefully so that all individuals can read
your work.
Figures and Tables
Figures and tables should be at the end of the paper, not embedded in the text. Each figure and table should be
referred to by number, and sequentially numbered. Each figure and table requires a title, caption, and legend. If a
figure or table is not your original creation then it requires a citation adjacent to it, as well as a citation in your
bibliography/reference section. In practice, the figures are often the first part of the paper that is read. The rest
might not even be read if the information is not deemed useful. Therefore, make the figure legends sufficiently
detailed so that a person can understand them without reading the text. Redundancy with the text here is
acceptable.
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SIR Paper Notes
Plagiarism, Self-Plagiarism, and Reference to Prior Work
Plagiarism: Building on previous work in an area is essential. When you draw from others’ work, you must cite
that work and sources to avoid plagiarism. Direct quotes should be used only if the author’s exact words are
required for impact, and should be kept to a minimum. Paraphrase the information to demonstrate your
understanding, using good and proper paraphrasing techniques; simply changing words is not paraphrasing. If you
cannot state the author’s ideas and information in your own words, most likely you do not understand the material
well.
Self-Plagiarism: While it is sometimes considered permissible to reuse your own work, especially if it has not
been published, presented, or widely distributed, in the case of a written document for a previous course or for
SIR, that work has been turned in for a grade. To recycle previous work does not optimize learning, and results in
a lost learning opportunity.
If you draw from work that you have done in a class, a previous SIR, or your SIR proposal, you must avoid selfplagiarism. Previous work may be used as a starting point for your new SIR, but the new investigation must
address a significantly new or expanded focusing question. All sources must be cited in your reference section
and/or bibliography. Cite your previous documents as you would cite the work of any author. However recall that
you cite work that is the original source of an idea or concept; you do not cite a source that is restating a fact from
the original author.
Relationship of your Proposal and Final Paper: The background research section from your proposal may be
used as a starting point for your final paper. However, it must be rewritten - updated and expanded. The proposal
and final report are distinct documents with different purposes.
1) The background research in the proposal represents an initial investigation of related literature. This means
that your proposal represents a basic understanding of the topic. A literature review for the final paper should
be significantly expanded and much more detailed than a proposal.
2) Because you will learn and obtain results during the course of your research, your understanding and
interpretation of the papers summarized in your proposal should change. You have grown as a scholar from
September to May.
3) As you work on your investigation, you will find additional resources on your topic, and these should be
synthesized with previous sources and incorporated into your final paper. Also, there may have been pertinent
papers published during the months since you submitted your proposal, requiring additional sources to
address those changes.
4) Additional experimental techniques and/or methods of analysis may have been added, so the report should
properly represent the research that you actually conducted.
NOTICE: Lack of academic integrity will result in a failing grade for the assignment, and perhaps for SIR; issues
concerning academic integrity will be referred for disciplinary action. Resolve any uncertainties about academic
integrity well before written work is due.

Please review the IMSA Student Handbook regarding academic integrity.
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SIR Paper Notes
A Few Brief Writing Tips and Resources
Expressing yourself well in writing is a very important skill. It helps you learn, conveys your understanding to others, and
let’s others know about your own novel ideas and findings. When conducting an SIR investigation, it’s very likely that you’ll
be utilizing the work of others, so it’s important to give proper attribution to other’s ideas. If you don’t give proper
attribution, this is plagiarism which is a very serious breach of academic integrity. Below are some resources to assist you in
your writing.
A few tips:
 Don’t procrastinate; allow time for revision and additional research.
 Read and proof your work carefully. (Double check all the words that the spell-check can’t identify.)
 When you read new material, take notes from your sources, but don’t copy source materials exactly.
 Close your source materials before you write; when you write with source materials open it is very easy to copy.
Read and review your source materials. Close them. Write from your knowledge and understanding. Use your
source materials to check your writing, and not to write.
 Synthesize.
 Paraphrasing is putting an idea or concept into your own words; it is not simply changing a noun, pronoun, verb,
adverb, adjective, and so forth.
 Different fields of study have different conventions. For example, quotes are generally not used in a scientific
paper, but are used – sparingly – to make a point or argument in other fields.
 The introduction of a scientific paper is the author’s synthesis of source materials; it is not a source of the facts and
information that it contains. (ie. The person summarizing facts should NOT be credited as having discovered them.)
What is attributed to that author are the novel findings and claims from his/her research. Do not use someone else’s
citation without reading the cited material and verifying that it is appropriate.
Two excellent resources: IMSA’s Writing Center and the IMSA IRC
The Purdue Online Writing Lab
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/
Avoiding Plagiarism
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/589/01/
http://www.princeton.edu/pr/pub/integrity/08/plagiarism/
Resources about Paraphrasing
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/619/1/
http://library.duke.edu/research/plagiarism/cite/paraphrase.html
http://writing.wisc.edu/Handbook/QPA_paraphrase.html
Resources about Quoting and Using Quotations
http://leo.stcloudstate.edu/research/usingquotes.html
http://www.virtualsalt.com/quotehlp.htm
http://writing.wisc.edu/Handbook/QuoLiterature.html
University of Chicago Writing Tips (especially for revision)
http://writing-program.uchicago.edu/resources/collegewriting/
Modern Language Association (MLA) style – Used by the English team
http://www.mla.org/
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/
Chicago style – Used by the History/Social Science team
http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/tools_citationguide.html
American Psychological Association (APA) – Used by the Science team
http://www.apastyle.org
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/01/
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The Oral Presentation at IMSAloquium
One of the most important ways of communicating information about your SIR investigation is through
the oral presentation at IMSAloquium. Ideas presented in the abstract serve as an outline for the
presentation, which is a story of what you have accomplished. Consider what you want the audience to
know and remember once your talk is finished. Also consider how much detail they will be able to
remember once the talk is completed.
You are allotted fifteen minutes to share your work with others. The talk should be organized so that the
formal talk is ten to twelve minutes, with three to five minutes for audience questions. Below are some
hints and guidelines for helping you to organize the presentation so that you speak with power,
economy, and elegance.
Preparing the Oral Presentation
 Use the Oral Presentation Evaluation rubric as a checklist during your initial planning for the
talk; it identifies areas of assessment and associated criteria. (This rubric will be used during
your formal presentation to evaluate its effectiveness.)
 Begin with a title slide
 Give a brief introduction (not be an exhaustive review) providing the reasons why your
investigation was undertaken.
 Tell what you found, slowly and in a direct and logical way. One of the best plans to follow is to
first tell your audience what you are going to talk about, then to tell them, and finally to tell them
what you told them.
 Use diagrams and pictures to communicate your information.
 Know how to pronounce technical words before you give your talk. Include these key words on a
slide so all can view them for reference.
 Do not include more information on your slides than you really need. It is better to have two
slides, each with only several lines of information, than one slide that is overloaded with
information.
 Include references to critical evidence on a reference slide; do not include all of the references
from your paper.
 Use large font size.
 Use bulleted text points, not complete sentences.
 Summarize your important points on a summary slide. (See "Power Pointers" below.)
 Before you give your practice presentation, review your presentation materials with your advisor
for feedback and practice your presentation with your advisor(s) or other group.
 Practice! Practice! Practice! If you have not prepared your talk, and you fail to speak
coherently, the audience will lose interest. However, if the audience senses that you have taken
the time to prepare a good talk, but have stage fright, they will be sympathetic.
 If you use notes, write them as headings on numbered note cards so you can refer to them at a
glance. Remember that you don't want to read the talk or read your slides.
Giving your Talk
 Project your title slide prior to the beginning of your talk. Your moderator will introduce you and
the title of your talk as you show your title slide. You should not repeat the title and your name
because it is on the title slide if your moderator has already introduced you.
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Don't load the first sentence of your talk with crucial information. Give your listeners a chance to
tune into your talk and to become focused on your topic.
Look at the audience. Hold your head up and speak to people in the back of the room so those in
the front should hear, too.
Do not read your talk either from notes or from the slides.
Speak so slowly that it seems almost absurd. A maximal rate for speech is 100 words per minute.
So a ten-minute talk should be kept to below 1000 words.
Waste no words. This includes not using fill-ins such as such as "uh," "you know," and "like."

After the talk
 You or your moderator will ask for questions from your audience. Expect at least one question.
 Anticipate critical questions from the audience and be prepared to answer them succinctly.
 If you do not know the answer to a question, do not be afraid to say so. It is better to be honest
than to get caught making something up.
Power Pointers - Making Good Slides
Good PowerPoint slides are an asset to your presentation, while poor ones can detract significantly from
your message.
 Keep the text content of the slide to a minimum.
 Make the font large enough to be read by everyone in the room.
 Use images to support understanding. Images must have attribution on the same page.
 Go over the content provided by each slide. This is especially critical for data
 Make sure that your slides flow smoothly from one to another, in logical order
 Make sure that the information on each slide flows, especially if you have multiple graphics on a
slide.
 Do not use distracting special effects.
Below are common practices which distract from your oral presentation.
 Too many words on a slide.
 Too many points on a slide.
 Reading from the slide.
 Print font size too small.
 Color of slide and print with insufficient contrast.
 Data obscurely presented.
 Erratic or boisterous animations and slide transitions.
 Sounds associated with animation and slide transitions.
Evaluation of the Oral Presentation
The oral presentation is evaluated to give you feedback on the effectiveness of communicating key
points and results of the project. The Oral Presentation Evaluation rubric identifies areas of assessment
and associated criteria. It is usually completed twice: 1) on Practice Day, when your moderator gives
you feedback to assist you in final preparations for your formal talk at IMSAloquium; and 2) at
IMSAloquium, when assigned evaluators attend your session to evaluate and give you written feedback
on your talk.
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